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No memory for water wave

Memory for GW



Linear memory



Linear memory

+ O(a)



total energy carried by GW along a 

given direction per solid angle

Christodoulou

PRL 67, 1486 (1991)

Non-linear memory

Linear partNonlinear part



Memory for gauge field

Pasterski, arXiv: 1505.00716

memory = ‘linear part’ + ‘nonlinear part’

‘linear part’: changement of charge distribution (ejection of charge to spatial infinity)

‘nonlinear part’: charge flux at null infinity



Merger event

Memory detection by PTA



Memory detection by LIGO/LISA
--- matched filtering



Linear memory        : 

Non-linear memory :





EOBNR waveform model for GW memory

• GW memory mainly happens at merger for BBH

• PN approximation is not valid for merger stage

• We need a REAL waveform model for GW 
memory



Cao, Han, CQG 33 (2016) 155011

Limited by NR accuracy; 

spin aligned equal mass cases



Calculate GW memory accurately

X. Liu, X. He, and Z. Cao, Phys. Rev. D 103, 043005 (2021)

Balance relation at null infinity

Null infinity: mathematical 

word of radiation region

PN approximation  adiabatic approximation (otherwise exact)

Weak field + 

slow velocity



Calculate GW memory accurately

X. Liu, X. He, and Z. Cao, Phys. Rev. D 103, 043005 (2021)



For BBH coalescence, PN result is accurate upto 1%



For single event like GW150914, SNR = 0.42





Memory on detector

So, our previous GW memory calculation result is exact, 

no approximation is needed

Instead of measure the waveform, 

we concern the overall GW memory on the detector



For BBH, 20 mode overwhelmly dominates the GW memory

whatever spin, eccentricity and procession.



The overall GW memory depends on parameters

Where             has been calculated by our previous EXACT calculation,

is determined by



Detector’s response to the 

GW memory of 48 BBHs

detected in O1-O3a

Most of them are hard to tell 

the memory, but we have 

golden events!



Golden events for GW memory



Special data analysis scheme?

arXiv:2110.07754





Stochastic background of GW memory

Multiple successive 

GW memory events

behave as one dimensional Brownian motion 



SGWMB for BBH mergers

:

For Gauss type Brownian motion:

: variance of the Gauss distribution

: averaged time between two successive GW memory events





parameters are independent

and are independent

uniform distribution of

0

, and are determined by and only by event rates of BBH merger

Corresponding theoretical D:



Power spectrum of SGWMB



Detectability of SGWMB



Summary
• GW memory is an outstanding character of GR

• Waveform model of GW memory has been constructed and detection is 
possible

• Overall GW memory has been estimated, and golden events have been 
shown

• SGWMB of BBH mergers is promising for both LIGO and LISA: 
detection means new mean for fundamental physics study such as 
gravity theory and infrared triangle; non-detection means GR is 
wrong or super massive BBH mergers are very rare?


